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Status
1. Photon efficiency correction (data vs MCs).
    → Isolation efficiency study by using complete 2010 electron data and DY MC       
         samples (by referring to AN-10-292)
    → Correction of pixel seed veto efficiency by referring to AN-11-089

2. Studying systematic error → JER (done), 
                           JEC (done), 

 photon energy resolution (done),
               model dependence (done),  

 pile-up reweighting, (done),
 2nd pvtx selection, (done),
 Jet-vertex association (done),
 Photon energy scaling (done),
 Photon efficiency correction (done).

  
3. Prepare to compare corrected data with Madgraph samples
    → Madgraph+Pythia8 hadronizer with/without MPI (in the following slides)
    
4. Closure test for un-folding (in the following slides)
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1. Physics objective of the analysis: To measure the double parton scattering        
    (DPS) of photon+3 jets final state in both real cross section scale and                     
    normalization scale. The specific angular and momentum distribution, which can    
    reflect the correlation between the photon-jet pair and dijet pair, would be               
    investgated.

2. Analyzer: CMS software 4.2.5 version

3. Data sets: /EG/Run2010A-Apr21ReReco-v1/AOD
        /Photon/Run2010B-Apr21ReReco-v1/AOD

    MCs: Photon+Jet samples & QCD Dijet samples of Pythia6, Pythia8 and                
              Madgraph. (more information could be found in backup slides P.20~P.24)

    Selection:  Primary event vertex filter ( |z| < 24 cm, |d0| < 2 cm,  NDOF > =4 ),
                            Loose photon isolation cut for photon (Details are in backup slides),
                       Spike-removal cut for photon,

  Pixel seed veto (trackless requirement for photon),
                       Loose jet selection for PFjets (AntiKT5 PFjets),

                       P
T
 cut for leading photon = 75, P

T
 cut for leading jet = 75,

                       P
T
 cut for 2nd and 3rd leading jet = 20,

                       η cut for leading photon: |η|<1.442, 1.566<|η|<2.5,
                       η cut for jets: |η|<2.4 , 3

The same for 
both Gen. and 

Reco. level



    Selection:  Jet-Vertex assocoation algorithm to request every selected jet must   
                       be associated with the hardest primary vertex.

                       In order to reduce the pile-up effect, we also request the associated  
                       track P

T
 sum of second primary vertex should be lower than 10 GeV

                  
                       

HLT path requirement for data run range Eff. Lumi. (/pb)

HLT_Photon20_Cleaned_L1R 138564-143962 2.46

HLT_Photon30_Cleaned_L1R 144010-147116 5.81

HLT_Photon50_Cleaned_L1R_v1 147196-148058 9.47

HLT_Photon70_Cleaned_L1R_v1 148822-149294 18.4

36.14
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NOTE: The selection rate table and the original event yield of data and    
            MCs can be found in the backup slides P.26~P.34



Comparison between Comparison between 
corrected data and corrected data and 

MC predictionsMC predictions



DPS studyDPS study
Distinguishing variables: 1. ∆φ between photon and jet1

    2. pT imbalance between photon and jet1pT imbalance between photon and jet1

                                                                                                3. 3. ∆φ between jet2 and jet3∆φ between jet2 and jet3
                                                                                                4. pT imbalance between jet2 and jet34. pT imbalance between jet2 and jet3

                                       5. The pairing variables Spt, Sphi and The pairing variables Spt, Sphi and ∆∆SS

∆ PT ( photon , jet1)=
P⃗T photon+ P⃗T jet1

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣

∆ PT ( jet2 , jet3)=
P⃗T jet2+ P⃗T jet3

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

S PT=
1

√2 √ P⃗T ( photon , jet1)

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣
+

P⃗T ( jet2 , jet3)

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

S φ=
1

√2π
√Δφ( photon , jet1)+Δφ( jet2 , jet3)
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You can found the performance of 



Info. of Madgraph Gen-Production

There are 3 kinds of Madgraph samples at generator level used to compare 
with corrected data:

1. Madgraph in Pythia 6 hadronizer (official production) with MPI (default)
2. Madgraph in Pythia 8 hadronizer (private production) with MPI (default)
3. Madgraph in Pythia 8 hadronizer (private production) without MPI

Basically, the LHE files used to grnerate these samples were the same, which 
were produced by official group. In private production part, in order to save 
time, only part of the LHE files were be used. But we still try to generate 
enough statistics so that the weighting factors for different samples could be 
lower than 1.

Of course, the LHE files used for private two production were totally the same.
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- corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for Δφ(γ, jet1)- 

Comparisons with MC prediction

In real cross section scale, all madgraph samples basically are overestimated. Those 
madgraph processed by pythia 8 hadronizer predict larger cross section than the one 
processed by pythia 6 hadronizer.

Normalized distributionReal scale distribution
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- corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for ΔP
T
(γ, jet1) - 

In real cross section scale, both madgraph and pythia8 is overestimated. 
Pythia6 is relatively underestimated. But in normalization scale, the shape of 
different MCs are quite similar to each other.

ΔPT ( photon , jet1)=
P⃗T photon+ P⃗T jet1

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣

Normalized distributionReal scale distribution

Comparisons with MC prediction
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- corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for Δφ(jet2, jet3)- 

For normalized distributionFor real scale distribution

In normalization scale, the shape of different MCs are quite similar to each other 
and can describe corrected data quite well within the error bar.
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Comparisons with MC prediction
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- corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for ΔP
T
(jet2, jet3)- 

ΔPT ( jet2 , jet3)=
P⃗T jet2+P⃗T jet3

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

Normalized distributionReal scale distribution

Comparisons with MC prediction

In normalization scale, the shape of different MCs are quite similar to each other 
and can describe corrected data quite well within the error bar.
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        - corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for ΔS - 

For normalized distributionFor real scale distribution
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Comparisons with MC prediction

In normalization scale, the shape of different MCs are quite similar to each other 
and can describe corrected data quite well within the error bar.
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           - corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for S
pt
- 

S PT=
1

√2 √ P⃗T ( photon , jet1)

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣
+

P⃗T ( jet2 , jet3)

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

Normalized distributionReal scale distribution

Comparisons with MC prediction

In normalization scale, the shape of different MCs are quite similar to each other 
and can describe corrected data quite well within the error bar.
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           - corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for S
φ
- 

S φ=
1

√2π
√Δφ( photon , jet1)+Δφ( jet2 , jet3)

Normalized distributionReal scale distribution

Comparisons with MC prediction

In normalization scale, the shape of different MCs are quite similar to each other 
and can describe corrected data quite well within the error bar.
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Closure test Closure test 
for for 

un-foldingun-folding



- MC samples: Madgraph (Gjet+QCD), with 4 iterations -

Closure Test of Un-folding

Δφ(γ, jet1) ΔP
T
(γ, jet1)

By comparing the ratio to Reco. measurement.
The distribution of Reco. level after un-folding can't match MC truth.
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- MC samples: Madgraph (Gjet+QCD), with 4 iterations -

Closure Test of Un-folding

Δφ(jet2, jet3) ΔP
T
(jet2, jet3)

By comparing the ratio to Reco. measurement.
The distribution of Reco. level after un-folding can match MC truth within 
the error bar.
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- MC samples: Madgraph (Gjet+QCD), with 4 iterations -

Closure Test of Un-folding

S
pt

S
φ

By comparing the ratio to Reco. Measurement.
The distribution of S

φ 
after un-folding can't match MC truth for most of bins.

The deconvoluted distribution of S
pt 

can't match to the corresponding MC 

truth for the last two bins.
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- MC samples: Madgraph (Gjet+QCD), with 4 iterations -

Closure Test of Un-folding

ΔS

By comparing the ratio to Reco. measurement.
The distribution of Reco. level after un-folding can match MC truth within 
the error bar except for the last bin.
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Summary & To Do
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● Probable target in term of pre-approval/approval: 
    → systematic error study of photon ID efficiency, photon energy scale..etc (done)
    → comparison between corrected data and different MCs 
         → Madgraph (done)
         → Sherpa (under construction...)
    → Signal and background study (from information of generator)
    → Extraction of DPS efficitive cross-section by fitting (?)

Madgraph samples processed by different hadronizer have significant difference in 
the real cross-section scale but have similar shape distribution in normalization 
scale. Madgraph in pythia 6 hadronizer is bettwe than the other two predition shown 
in today's talk.

Try to figure the clourse test is failed to get reasonable results...

Need to remove the background (pi0 or eta contribution from QCD) before the un-
folding procedure for data.
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BACKUP



           Official Madgraph MC 
                                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

                            With global tag: START42_V10
Process Binning Phase space region σ (pb) (LO) # of events ∫ L dt (pb-1) Scaling factor to 

36.14 pb-1

QCD jets HT in [100,250] Ptj>20 GeV, abs(eta(j))<5 4194000 22580264 5.38E+000 6.712550

QCD jets HT in [250,500] Ptj>20 GeV, abs(eta(j))<5 198500 20674219 1.04E+002 0.346992

QCD jets HT in [500,1000] Ptj>40 GeV, abs(eta(j))<5 5856 14437469 2.47E+003 0.014658

QCD jets HT>1000 Ptj>40 GeV, abs(eta(j))<5 122.6 6294851 5.13E+004 0.000703

γ + jets HT in [40,100] Pt(a)>20 GeV, 
abs(eta(a))<2.5, 

DR(a,j)>0.3 

25690 12730972 4.96E+002 0.072927

γ + jets HT in [100,200] Pt(a)>20 GeV, 
abs(eta(a))<2.5, 

DR(a,j)>0.3 

5213 1536287 2.95E+002 0.122631

γ + jets HT in [200,inf] Pt(a)>20 GeV, 
abs(eta(a))<2.5, 

DR(a,j)>0.3 

798.3 9377170 1.17E+004 0.003076

NOTE: Special study: separate samples into two sets.
            One would be used to extract the correction factor.
            The other would be corrected for studying the consistency
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                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5
        Selection Cut for Photon

● For photon candidates:

pT > 75

● Iso
Track

 < 2.0+0.001*E
T,photon

Iso
Ecal

 < 4.2+0.003*E
T,photon

Iso
Hcal

 < 2.2+0.001*E
T,photon

H/E < 0.05

σ
iηiη 

< 0.01 in Barrel Region

σ
iηiη 

< 0.03 in Endcap Region
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                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5
        Selection Cut for Photon

● For photon candidates:

pT > 75

● Iso
Track

 < 2.0+0.001*E
T,photon

Iso
Ecal

 < 4.2+0.003*E
T,photon

Iso
Hcal

 < 2.2+0.001*E
T,photon

H/E < 0.05

σ
iηiη 

< 0.01 in Barrel Region

σ
iηiη 

< 0.03 in Endcap Region
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Selection Rate table (data)
MCs normalized to 36.14 pb-1

2010 data

run event 6.64E+007 100.00000%

HLT selection 1.95E+007 29.44910%

pT and eta cut for photon 7.44E+005 1.12136%

Loose Photon-ID selection 34364 0.05178%

1st jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon 34245 0.05160%

pT and eta cut for 1st jet 18946 0.02855%

2nd jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon 18863 0.02842%

pT and eta cut for 2nd jet 9211 0.01388%

3rd jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon 9184 0.01384%

pT and eta cut for 3rd jet 3401 0.00513%

2nd vertex selection 1790 0.00270%
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Selection Rate table (Mg5)

Number of selected events for both photon-jet and QCD MCs are scaled by pile-up 
re-weighting factor and scaling factor for combining MCs which have different pt hat 
range. So the same scaling for statistic error. 

Photon-Jet = 2289.16+-35
QCD = 178.61+-39    

MCs normalized to 36.14 pb-1

Photon+Jet (mg5) QCD dijet (mg5)

run event 1.80E+006 100.00000% 1.46E+008 100.00000%

pT and eta cut for photon 52352.1 2.90621% 733636 0.50268%

Loose Photon-ID selection 37555.7 2.08482% 2731.72 0.00187%

1st jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon 37555.5 2.08481% 2731.72 0.00187%

pT and eta cut for 1st jet 23073.6 1.28088% 1626.46 0.00111%

2nd jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon 22927.2 1.27275% 1598.33 0.00110%

pT and eta cut for 2nd jet 11741.3 0.65179% 747.27 0.00051%

3rd jet cleaning w.r.t. Photon 11687.4 0.64880% 745.32 0.00051%

pT and eta cut for 3rd jet 4420.21 0.24538% 312.16 0.00021%

2nd vertex selection 2289.16 0.12708% 178.61 0.00012%

     - with all scaling factors (pile-reweighting, luminosity normalization) - 
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Summary of madgraph MC samples used
G-Jet 
Ht_40_to_100

G-Jet 
Ht_100_to_200

G-Jet 
Ht_200_to_inf

QCD 
Ht_100_to_250

QCD 
Ht_250_to_500

QCD 
Ht_500_to_1000

QCD 
Ht_1000_to_inf

run event 12729300 1536240 9377100 22579500 20674100 14437400 6244820

pT and eta cut for 
photon

109324 146623 2.42E+006 12601 1.76E+006 7.29E+006 5.85E+006

Loose Photon-ID 
selection

83556 103066 1.06E+006 275 2655 2127 798

1st jet cleaning 
w.r.t. Photon

83555 103066 1.06E+006 275 2655 2127 798

pT and eta cut for 
1st jet

34498 65413 990640 118 2185 2115 798

2nd jet cleaning 
w.r.t. Photon

34085 65277 990346 117 2183 2111 798

pT and eta cut for 
2nd jet

2672 33811 893303 26 1573 1903 767

3rd jet cleaning 
w.r.t. Photon

2655 33705 892263 26 1570 1899 766

pT and eta cut for 
3rd jet

258 8408 552278 6 733 1391 676

2nd vertex 
selection 30 2008 155132 3 228 460 200

        Summary of Madgraph MCs
                                      - Original event yield - 
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